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Abstract- The need for real-time services support over the Internet drives research efforts towards the
provision of quality of service (QoS) guarantees in IP networks. Amongst the various aspects of QoS
provisioning, QoS state establishment and maintenance in intermediate routers is a major factor,
responsible for dynamic resource allocation. The dynamic manipulation of QoS state is possible through
the utilization of appropriate QoS signaling that triggers the respective resource allocation in QoS-capable
network elements.
At first, protocol design assumed a homogeneous underlying network and resulted in end-to-end QoS
protocols that applied specific QoS configuration in all routers along the path. The need, however, for
accommodating network heterogeneity and flexibility, gave birth to a two-tier resource management model
that utilizes separate signaling for intra- and inter-domain reservations and requires different signaling
processing in domain interior and border routers.
This paper gives an overview of the QoS signaling protocols designed for the Internet and describes their
characteristics. Moreover, the identified protocols are classified depending on their applicability for intraor inter-domain usage. A comparison of the various protocols based on some common signaling elements is
also provided and future trends in the Internet QoS signaling area are identified.
Keywords: QoS signaling, two-tier resource management, inter-domain signaling, intra-domain signaling,
aggregation

INTRODUCTION
The Internet was designed as a best-effort network, offering no QoS assurances for the
supported services. However, the imminent dominance of the Internet Protocol (IP) as a defacto telecommunication standard, leads in an increasing demand for the efficient support of
real-time services over the Internet with QoS assurance. The most prominent ways for offering
QoS in the Internet are network over-provisioning, traffic engineering, and differentiated
packet treatment inside routers.
I.

The advent of fiber and the latest advances in optical networks and router technology that
allow for excess network and router capacity made over-provisioning a possible approach for
QoS support over the Internet. Excess resources, however, can be proven to be rather
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expensive, especially in access networks (wired or wireless) where bandwidth is a scarce
resource. On the other hand, bandwidth availability and router capacity in general cannot be
considered as an infinite resource, considering that the increasing penetration of broadband
access technologies to the users (e.g., xDSL, Fiber to the Home, or Fiber to the Curb
technologies) is expected to increase significantly the resources required in the core networks.
For the aforementioned reasons, efficient mechanisms for supporting end-to-end QoS through
the Internet should be developed and implemented. One way of supporting QoS in the Internet
is through traffic engineering, where routing of QoS packets does not follow the traditional IP
routing protocols (i.e. OSPF and BGP), but instead takes into account available resources and
expected traffic on the various network links. Following this approach, some paths can be
over-provisioned and used for the most demanding packet flows (marked with the appropriate
label), whereas others could be left for the best-effort traffic. A traffic engineering technique
that can provide service differentiation is MPLS. MPLS is a forwarding scheme that uses a
fixed-length label inside the packet’s header to decide packet handling. MPLS-capable routers
are configured to forward packets with the same label to the same outgoing interface. This way
label switched paths that correspond to different QoS classes can be built across the Internet,
where all packets marked with the same label follow the same route.
In this paper, however, we focus on QoS mechanisms that maintain the standard routing
functionality, and rely on differentiated packet treatment inside routers to support end-to-end
QoS provision. Following this approach, QoS is assured via adequate packet classification,
queuing, and scheduling inside routers that reflect the QoS characteristics of the packet. The
QoS-related configuration of routers along the data path can take place via the end-to-end
exchange of messages, i.e., QoS signaling. Signaling messages are processed in the routers
along the path and enable the reservation of resources for the requested QoS service.
Moreover, signaling exchange allows for the negotiation of requested and received QoS
characteristics between the initiating and the receiving user and between the initiating user and
the network.
An independent, but important aspect in QoS provision is the existence and operation of policy
and admission control inside the routers. Policy control determines whether the requesting user
is entitled to make the requested reservation, while admission control determines whether the
node has sufficient resources to facilitate the reservation. If both checks succeed, the requested
reservation can be established, by configuring the respective router parameters. Policy
and admission control can also be centralized, where only minimal enforcement stubs operate
in each node. However, admission/policy control is well separated from QoS signaling, and is,
therefore, not covered in this work.
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The result of a fertile research work in the area of Internet QoS signaling for more than a
decade has resulted in a plethora of proposed mechanisms for allocating resources either inside
a domain (intra-domain) or in between domains (inter-domain). This paper gives an overview
of the various QoS mechanisms, describes the major QoS protocols, classifies them into
broader signaling categories and attempts a comparison between them based on their individual
characteristics. Major trends and principles in the QoS signaling area are also discussed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents QoS background issues;
Section III identifies and describes the single-tier resource management architecture and the
respective end-to-end QoS signaling protocols; Section IV presents the two-tier signaling
architecture and its protocol representatives for both intra- and inter-domain QoS signaling;
Section V summarizes the presented approaches and discusses their merits and drawbacks;
Section VI presents other efforts to give an overview of the Internet QoS area. Finally, Section
VII concludes the paper.
II.

BACKGROUND

The Internet community soon realized the vision of end-to-end QoS services and introduced
the Integrated Services (IntServ) architecture [1] to implement this vision into specifications.
IntServ supports end-to-end signaling, QoS state establishment and management for per-flow
differentiated treatment in intermediate routers along the data path. The signaling protocol that
emerged to meet the integrated services requirements is RSVP (Resource reSerVation
Protocol) [3]. The IntServ architecture was designed to facilitate every QoS element (router
functionality, signaling, and accounting) in a fine-grained manner. To achieve this goal,
IntServ was founded on the underlying assumption that a homogeneous Internet environment
equipped with IntServ enabled routers and end hosts would be the common case.
The IntServ architecture in general and the RSVP protocol in particular received criticism,
mainly due to the scalability issues raised by the state maintenance for every data flow in
intermediate routers across the end-to-end path. The Internet community considered, therefore,
other alternatives to the QoS provision problem. This time, the target was a lightweight QoS
architecture putting as little burden in the routers as possible and providing coarse-grained
traffic prioritization based on the statically contracted Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
between users and the network. SLAs specify the amount and types of traffic each side has
agreed to send and receive. The outcome was DiffServ (Differentiated Architecture) [2].
DiffServ networks are statically configured to support a small set of QoS levels (PHBs – Per
Hop Behaviors) and do not use any QoS signaling for state establishment and maintenance in
routers. DiffServ routers prioritize the data packets according to a 6-bit field in the IP packet
header (DSCP, DiffServ Code Point) that reflects the requested QoS level. This procedure
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results in aggregating reservations for different users sharing the same QoS level. Appropriate
packet marking takes place either at end-hosts or at DiffServ edge routers before the traffic
enters the DiffServ network. DiffServ edge routers perform, in addition, traffic classification
and traffic conditioning procedures (including metering, marking, shaping and policing) based
on the contracted SLAs.
The DiffServ model is simple and avoids processing complexity and signaling overhead in
network routers (especially in interior routers). Furthermore, it does not mandate any specific
QoS protocol implementation to the end-user application. DiffServ, however, is rather rigid
since the users cannot dynamically change the amount of reserved resources according to their
current traffic requirements. Moreover, the aggregation of different flows belonging to the
same QoS level can result in an unfair distribution of resources among the flows inside the
same aggregate (e.g. due to the aggressiveness of some bursty flows). For all the
aforementioned reasons, statically configured QoS domains, unless being highly overprovisioned, may fail to offer the agreed QoS to the users.
Furthermore, the realization of the fact that the Internet is a concatenation of technologically
and administratively different domains (Autonomous Systems - ASs) led to the identification
of separate QoS techniques for the efficient support of intra- and inter-domain QoS. Thus, a
two-tier resource management model was proposed in [7], with the intra-domain QoS signaling
performing resource management inside a domain, and the inter-domain signaling managing
resource allocation between domains. The two tiers must be closely coordinated to enable
provision of the necessary end-to-end QoS support. The two-tier model increases the degrees
of freedom regarding end-to-end QoS support, since each domain is free to choose any QoS
support mechanism for allocating resources internally, as long as proper co-operation takes
place with the respective inter-domain signaling protocol.
SINGLE-TIER QOS SIGNALING
Single-tier signaling offers end-to-end QoS guarantees assuming a homogeneous QoS
architecture for the Internet, where all routers support the same QoS mechanisms. Single-tier
signaling traverses the end-to-end path between the communicating users following standard IP
routing, establishes and maintains a QoS state in every intermediate IP router. The subsequent
data packets follow the same route with the QoS signaling and take advantage of the specific
QoS behavior that the signaling has configured in routers along the path (Figure 1).
III.
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Figure 1. Single-tier QoS Signaling

A major representative of the single-tier signaling is RSVP, designed for application in a
homogeneous end-to-end IntServ architecture. RSVP provides uni-directional reservation of
resources for each application data flow, and adopts a receiver-based resource reservation
approach for QoS sessions, suited for handling reservations in a multicast environment.
Resources are reserved and respective soft states are installed for each data flow on RSVP
aware routers along the path, using a two-pass signaling scheme (Figure 2). The sender
initiates the signaling procedure by sending an end-to-end PATH message (message 1 in
Figure 2) towards the receiver, in order to inform the receiver about the traffic shape of the
data flow and the available resources of routers along the path. The traffic characteristics of the
source and the requested QoS service type are represented by specific objects inside the RSVP
messages. The PATH message installs route-specific soft states in all traversing routers, in
order to enable the response messages to follow the reverse path back to the sender. The
receiver responds with a RESV message (message 2 in Figure 2) that performs the actual
reservation of resources along the path. Admission and policy control takes place in each
traversed RSVP router. The RESV message is sent hop-by-hop between routers following the
reverse path, according to the route specific state established by the PATH message. Merging
of the various reservation messages heading for the same sender takes place along the route,
allowing for efficient multicast reservations. As a result of the aforementioned signaling
procedure, reservation and signaling soft states are installed in all RSVP-enabled routers along
the path, which are maintained by periodic end-to-end refresh messages.
While RSVP succeeds in assuring QoS separately for each data flow, it has received criticism
regarding the complexity and the processing overhead it implies in routers. Since the amount of
states stored in each router increases linearly with the number of traversing QoS flows, the
number of states stored inside routers can raise scalability issues, especially in backbone
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routers that handle a lot of traffic. Moreover, the use of refresh messages transmitted
periodically for each flow has been accounted for contributing to signaling and processing
overhead inside the network. The latter has been addressed in [14] where, among other
optimizations, the use of a Bundle message is proposed, which consists of a bundle header and
a body carrying multiple RSVP messages dealing with separate sessions.
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Figure 2. RSVP message exchange

As an alternative to RSVP, YESSIR (YEt another Sender Session Internet Reservation) [10] is
proposed for uni-directional per-flow reservation within the IntServ QoS model. YESSIR is
built as an extension of the RTCP (Real Time Control Protocol) protocol, an in-band control
protocol for RTP flows. YESSIR design is based on the assumption that a large fraction of
applications requiring guaranteed quality of service are real-time applications and as such, will
use the RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) to deliver their data. RTCP is used for the
transportation of the YESSIR reservation messages. Soft reservation states are installed on
each router along the path, as the RTCP/YESSIR message travels from the sender to the
receiver (Figure 3). Reservations are installed along the path following a one-pass senderbased reservation mechanism.
YESSIR seems to perform better than RSVP in terms of reservation set-up time, signaling
processing and message overhead. Measurements [10] indicate that YESSIR reservation setup
time is three times faster than that of RSVP and that the YESSIR refresh message processing
overhead is around half of that of RSVP refresh. Moreover, YESSIR is designed to take
advantage of the RTP and RTCP protocol features and avoids the implementation of an
independent reservation protocol.
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Figure 3. YESSIR message exchange

Boomerang [9] is another reservation protocol designed with simplicity in mind. Boomerang
establishes per-flow bi-directional reservations, using a single protocol message. The
Boomerang reservation message is sent by the initiating node (which may be the sender or the
receiver) to the far-end node, where it is echoed back to the initiating node. Resources are
allocated hop-by-hop (using soft states) in all routers traversed by the reservation message in
both directions (Figure 4). When the initiating node receives the Boomerang message, it
verifies the success of the reservation by examining the appropriate message flags set in the
message by the routers along the path. Reservation messages are then sent periodically from
the initiating to the far-end node to keep the reservation alive along the upstream and
downstream paths.
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Figure 4. Boomerang message exchange
The Boomerang message is routed according to standard routing procedures. This ensures that
the reservation will be made along the correct path for both upstream and downstream traffic
and eliminates the need for storage of route-specific states along the path. Signaling states are
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also eliminated from the routers, due to the use of a single reservation message. However, perflow reservation states are still installed in each router along the path. Boomerang’s short
messages, along with the elimination of routing and signaling states, contribute to an enhanced
protocol performance especially in terms of processing overhead. Based on implementation
results [9], Boomerang signaling overhead (in terms of bytes/sec) is about 4,6 times lower than
that of RSVP. Boomerang also results in lower memory and processing requirements in routers
when compared to RSVP. The Boomerang memory gain is around 400 bytes/flow and the
processing gain ranges between 2 and 4 depending on the specific type of message processed.
Both YESSIR and Boomerang, similarly to RSVP, propose the storage of per-flow QoS states
in all routers along the path, which is a major point of criticism due to scalability reasons.
Regarding Boomerang, however, a protocol extension has been proposed in [9] for aggregating
per-flow states in routers, when necessary. In addition, both YESSIR and Boomerang follow
the soft state approach introduced by RSVP. As a result, they use refresh mechanisms for
keeping the reservations alive, which adds to the signaling overhead. Moreover, YESSIR caters
for RTP traffic only.
INSIGNIA [17] is a QoS protocol proposed for the support of adaptive services in mobile adhoc networks. INSIGNIA is an in-band signaling system that supports restoration and
adaptation of the reserved resources to the continuous changing conditions of the ad-hoc
networks. The INSIGNIA control messages are transported inside IP data packets (using IP
header options), which follow the dynamic routing protocols proposed for ad-hoc networks,
and install per-flow soft states in traversed routers. In-band signaling systems are considered in
general to be well suited to the rapidly changing environment of mobile ad-hoc networks,
enabling fast resource reservation and restoration after topology changes. Simulation results
study the effect of mobility on the INSIGNIA network performance (i.e. percentage of packets
delivered as QoS packets, as best-effort packets or being lost) and show that INSIGNIA
supports relatively constant QoS delivery (around 80% of packets receive QoS) under slow and
moderate mobility conditions (between 3,6 and 18 km/h) [17].
Overall, single-tier signaling assumes a homogeneous QoS architecture being applied end-toend in the Internet, which is not usually the case. This simplified assumption, however,
eliminates any interworking issues between different QoS protocols in the domain boundaries,
adding to the simplicity of the QoS protocol implementation. The simplicity of this signaling
category is further emphasized by the use of standard routing procedures throughout the
network for routing the QoS signaling messages.
Concluding this section we would also like to present an alternative method for supporting
QoS, that does not directly involve however, the reservation of resources. This proposal
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suggests the use of the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [25]. SIP is a request-response protocol
for initiating and managing communications sessions in the Internet. SIP intentionally does not
involve itself with the reservation of resources and can, in principle, work independently from
the resource reservation protocol that may be used along the data path. Regarding QoS, SIP
could provide the transport mechanism enabling QoS negotiation, policy and AAA
(authentication, authorization, and accounting) enforcement. QoS negotiation is enabled via the
transport inside the SIP messages of Session Description Protocol [24] objects that describe the
capabilities of the end-hosts and the characteristics of the connection (e.g. media, bandwidth
codec, etc.). Regarding AAA/policy enforcement, SIP provides a universal transport means to
carry AAA/policy requests to the local AAA/policy server, which has the authority to grant or
deny access to local (edge router) or remote resources (through brokering with peer servers).
SIP does not perform the actual reservation of resources, which is assured by the underlying
reservation protocol (e.g. RSVP). It is important, however that appropriate coordination exists
between the two protocols so that requested resources are reserved before the data
communication between the end systems begins [26]. Moreover, to alleviate the user terminal
from QoS resource functionality implementation, SIP extensions are proposed in [27] (Q-SIP
protocol). These extensions allow for terminal QoS request information to be transported inside
Q-SIP messages. Q-SIP messages are addressed to specially designed proxies inside the
network that are responsible for performing the actual reservation of resources.
TWO-TIER QOS SIGNALING
The Internet is a concatenation of different autonomous systems that are administratively and
technologically independent. Taking this into account, the two-tier resource management
model is proposed [7], where the need for two separate resource management categories is
identified: one inside the administrative domain (intra-domain signaling) and one between
domains (inter-domain signaling). Appropriate combination of the intra- and the inter-domain
signaling results in efficient end-to-end management of resources.
IV.
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Figure 5. Two-tier QoS Signaling
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The two-tier signaling architecture, illustrated in Figure 5, implies that each domain is allowed
to use its own QoS mechanism or protocol internally, allowing for concatenation of the various
heterogeneous domains. The provision, however, of end-to-end QoS requires that appropriate
interworking between the intra- and the inter-domain QoS protocols take place at the domain
boundaries.
In the following paragraphs, the major intra- and inter-domain signaling protocols are
presented.
A. Intra-domain QoS signaling

Intra-domain QoS signaling is the signaling used for performing resource allocation inside a
domain. The purpose of intra-domain resource allocation is to determine whether sufficient
resources are available for traffic flowing through each domain and, if so, to allocate resources
for this traffic. Intra-domain signaling performs resource reservation based on the user’s QoS
requirements that it receives via interaction with the end-to-end inter-domain QoS signaling.
Appropriate QoS parameter mapping takes place at the domain boundaries or at specific
resource management entities inside the domain.
The simplest way to allocate resources inside a domain is through static configuration of
resources inside routers for a small number of QoS levels according to the DiffServ QoS
model. Following this approach, no signaling is required for allocating resources inside the
domain. However, as already mentioned, statically configured QoS domains may fail to offer
the agreed QoS to the user, unless highly over-provisioned. Over-provisioning may be
particularly expensive especially in access domains, where the use of QoS signaling is advised
for the reliable offer of the agreed QoS and the efficient management of resources.
As an alternative to static router configuration for QoS, the IntServ architecture can be
deployed in the domain interior, relying on RSVP1 for dynamic resource reservation inside the
domain [7]. Per-flow reservation signaling results, however, in a number of QoS states stored
inside routers that is analogous to the number of traversing flows. It seems, therefore, that
IntServ would be appropriate for access domains where the number of QoS flows is
manageable but the resources are scarce, while DiffServ would be a good candidate for core
domains where over-provisioning is possible and the number of traversing flows is rather large.

1

In principle, there does not seem to exist any technical barrier for deploying any single-tier
protocol (e.g. YESSIR or Boomerang) for performing intra-domain reservation. However, this
scenario as well as the respective requirements for interworking with inter-domain protocols
has not been addressed in previous research work and, therefore, is not considered in the
current study.
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In an attempt to combine the DiffServ simplicity with the dynamic resource management
enabled by QoS signaling, a number of signaling-aware routers can be introduced inside a
DiffServ domain. While DiffServ domains are in general signaling-unaware, the DiffServ
signaling-aware routers could participate in QoS signaling and perform admission control and
aggregate (PHB-based) resource allocation for the DiffServ domain (Figure 6). The number of
signaling-aware routers inside the DiffServ domain can vary from only edge routers to all
interior routers [4], depending on the specific characteristics of the domain, as well as the
desired degree of reliability in offering the agreed QoS. This approach enables per-flow
admission control and dynamic allocation of resources to the various DiffServ QoS levels.
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Figure 6. Dynamic Resource Management inside a DiffServ domain

A first approach for enabling dynamic resource allocation inside a signaling-aware DiffServ
domain is through the use of RSVP [4]. RSVP messages install per-QoS level reservation
states in RSVP-aware routers while they cross transparently the RSVP-unaware routers.
Although RSVP-aware nodes in the DiffServ region participate in RSVP signaling, they
perform classification and scheduling of the subsequent data traffic based on the packets’
respective DSCPs allowing for data and reservation states aggregation based on the DiffServ
principles. Aggregation, however, does not take place in the control plane, since per-flow
RSVP signaling states are stored inside routers. The relative number of RSVP-aware routers in
the DiffServ region should, therefore, be carefully selected to keep the state maintenance in the
DiffServ network relatively simple.
Moreover, to enable aggregation in the control plane of a dynamically managed DiffServ
domain, RSVP aggregation can be used between domain edges [4]. Aggregated RSVP [5] is an
RSVP extension designed for handling aggregate reservations that cross an aggregation region
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(e.g. a DiffServ region) and share common ingress and egress routers (aggregator and deaggregator). Aggregated RSVP assumes end-to-end RSVP signaling exchange between users
and the existence of a number of RSVP-aware routers inside the aggregation region. Aggregate
RSVP messages are exchanged between the aggregators and de-aggregators located at the
edges of the aggregation region (Figure 7), as a response to the per-flow RSVP messages.
Aggregate RSVP messages result in storing per-aggregate signaling and reservation states in
routers inside the aggregation region. Initial reservation levels for each aggregate can be
established between edge routers, based on anticipated traffic patterns. The end-to-end RSVP
messages should cross transparently the aggregation region, so that RSVP routers inside the
aggregation region do not process them. For this reason, the IP protocol number of the end-toend RSVP messages is changed upon entering the aggregation region (at the aggregator) and is
restored at the de-aggregator.
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Figure 7. RSVP aggregation
Another framework designed for edge-to-edge dynamic resource allocation inside a DiffServ
domain is the Resource Management in DiffServ (RMD) framework [11]. The RMD
framework specifies the PDR (Per Domain Reservation) and PHR (Per Hop Reservation)
protocols that are both triggered at the ingress DiffServ edge router by the end-to-end interdomain QoS protocol (e.g. RSVP). At DiffServ edge routers the inter-domain protocol QoS
parameters are mapped to the DiffServ DSCP. The PDR protocol operates edge-to-edge within
the DiffServ domain and establishes dynamic per-flow states at the edge routers, enabling perflow admission control on behalf of the DiffServ domain. The PDR protocol is only processed
by the DiffServ edge nodes. The PHR protocol operates hop-by-hop between interior DiffServ
routers and reserves requested resources inside the respective DiffServ QoS levels. DiffServ
interior routers store per-QoS level reservation states. PDR messages are usually carried
encapsulated inside the PHR messages. The RMD framework message sequence is based on a
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request-response procedure, where reservation requests are sender-initiated and
acknowledgements are sent back by the receiver. RMD reservation states can be either soft or
hard states. A refresh mechanism is used for the soft state maintenance. Simulation results
show that the mean processing delay of PHR reservation messages are more than 1300 times
smaller than that of the RSVP reservation message [11]. This is due to the RMD aggregate
state maintenance that significantly reduces the look-up time in the reservation state table,
compared to the RSVP per-flow state maintenance.
A similar effort for offering QoS guarantees inside a DiffServ domain is the DiffRes
reservation protocol [12]. DiffRes uses a combination of end-to-end (or edge-to-edge) and hopby-hop messages to dynamically perform aggregate reservations inside a DiffServ domain. For
each flow, after collecting resource availability information along the route, the sender (or the
ingress router) issues a reservation request message that performs the actual resource
reservation in the DiffServ routers along the route. Per-flow soft states are stored in the
DiffServ edge routers while per-QoS level states are installed in the core routers. DiffServ core
routers add the requested amount of resources to the respective QoS level. DiffRes, in addition,
avails a mechanism of hop-by-hop acknowledgements for avoiding duplication of reservations,
in case an end-to-end reservation message is lost somewhere along the route. This mechanism
requires, however, the storage of short-lived per-flow states in DiffServ interior routers (for the
time period of the reservation establishment) and a per-hop router acknowledgement overhead.
The RSVP aggregation, RMD and DiffRes protocols are generally triggered by domain edge
routers, and enable dynamic per-flow admission control inside the DiffServ network region,
while avoiding per-flow QoS state storage in the signaling-aware DiffServ core routers. The
described mechanisms generally follow the soft state approach, i.e. they rely on refresh
messages exchange for maintenance of stored states. DiffRes, in addition, provides a
mechanism for avoiding duplication of reservations in case of lost reservation messages,
requiring additional storage and processing overhead.
A centralized approach to the intra-domain signaling is offered by the Bandwidth Broker (BB)
architecture (Figure 8) [6]. The BB is a logical domain entity aware of the domain’s policies
and available resources and charged with two major responsibilities. The first one is to manage
network resources on behalf of the domain by setting the domain routers parameters and the
second is to manage the inter-domain link resources and signaling to other BBs. More
specifically, the BB performs QoS parameter mapping, admission control and resource
management for the domain as a response to the end-to-end inter-domain (inter-BB) QoS
signaling protocol. For intra-domain resource allocation, the BB could use custom protocols
(e.g. SNMP, LDAP) to directly allocate resources to each domain router [6] [22], or it can
trigger and delegate the allocation of resources to an intra-domain resource management
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protocol (e.g. RSVP) [7]. Resource reservation inside BB-based domains can take place either
on per-flow (access domains) or per-aggregate (core domains) basis. An intra-domain
aggregation scheme is also proposed, where aggregate allocations using RSVP take place
between all ingress/egress router pairs of a core domain based on aggregate traffic
measurements [7]. Simulation results show that this aggregation scheme offers preferential
treatment to QoS packets without starving the best-effort traffic.
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Figure 8. Intra-domain QoS signaling in BB architectures

In general, BB-based architectures leverage routers from admission control procedures and
storage burden. However, dynamic configuration of domain routers by the central BB may be
proven to be complex. Moreover, BB-based architectures suffer from the weaknesses that
characterize all centralized architectures, including single point of failure, high processing load
in centralized nodes, etc.
B. Inter-domain QoS signaling

Inter-domain signaling is used end-to-end in a two-tier resource management architecture for
handling the reservations between neighboring domains. Moreover, inter-domain signaling is
used for sending the end-user’s QoS requirements to the internal QoS mechanisms of the
transit domains.
The end-to-end (triggered by end-hosts) inter-domain usage of RSVP for resource reservation
in mixed IntServ/DiffServ networks, is proposed in [4]. According to this proposal, IntServ can
be applied in access network domains, whereas DiffServ can support aggregation of traffic in
core domains. At the boundaries between domains, special RSVP-aware routers (that may be
part either of the IntServ or the DiffServ network) perform per-flow admission control for the
DiffServ domain, based on resource availability inside the DiffServ network and on the
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customer defined policy. If the DiffServ domain is RSVP-unaware, the RSVP messages will
cross transparently the DiffServ domain (Figure 9). To facilitate the RSVP usage over DiffServ
networks, the introduction of the DCLASS object is proposed to carry the agreed DSCP values
within RSVP messages [15], enabling the sender’s data packet marking with the appropriate
DiffServ QoS level.
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Figure 9. End-to-end inter-domain RSVP usage

However, to avoid RSVP per-flow processing in core routers, various protocols have been
designed aiming at aggregating reservations on backbone inter-domain links. The aggregation
of reservations aims at reducing storage and processing cost in core routers. This cost is related
to the number of aggregate states maintained in the routers and the number of signaling
messages that are necessary for the establishment and maintenance of these states (signaling
load).
A QoS signaling protocol designed for aggregate inter-domain usage between heterogeneous
domains (Autonomous Systems) is the Border Gateway Reservation Protocol (BGRP) [8].
BGRP operates end-to-end only between domain border routers and aims at aggregating
reservations between domains improving scalability. BGRP uses the sink-tree aggregation
approach and performs reservation aggregation by building a sink tree for each destination
domain (Figure 10). Reservations from different source domains that are destined towards the
same destination domain are aggregated along the path, forming a sink-tree rooted at the
destination domain edge router. Basic functionality of BGRP includes a PROBE message sent
by the source domain towards the receiver for determining resource availability and recording
the reservation path. The destination domain edge router terminates the PROBE and responds
with a GRAFT message along the reverse path, which performs the actual inter-domain
reservation and triggers the intra-domain QoS mechanisms in transit domains. The destination
domain edge router is the de-aggregation point for the reservation aggregate, while the source
domain edge routers are the aggregation points. By performing sink tree based aggregation of
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reservations towards each destination domain, BGRP results in storing per-destination domain
QoS states in border routers. The latter can be considered to be a significant contribution to
scalability when compared to the per-flow RSVP, if we consider that the number of domains
(ASs) in the Internet is approximately 160,000 [35] whereas the number of possible host pairs,
i.e. the maximum number of flows, is (230,000,000)2 [34].
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Aggregate reservation

Figure 10. BGRP example: individual reservations from S1, S3 and S4 towards destination
D1 are aggregated into an aggregate reservation tree with root D1
BGRP offers a significant gain in the number of maintained states in each router compared to
RSVP. While the number of states in RSVP is equal to the number of QoS flows passing
through a router, the respective number of states in BGRP corresponds to the number of
destination domains that correspond to these flows. The gain in maintained states can reach a
couple of orders of magnitude, depending on the network load and the diversification of the
destination domains. Regarding the signaling load, BGRP reduces the message rate of the
required refresh messages. The gain in the refresh message rate follows a similar pattern to the
state gain with an extra dependence on the refresh period (the smaller the refresh period, the
greater the gain) [8].
The Shared-segment based Inter-domain Control Aggregation Protocol (SICAP) [16] is
another approach for supporting aggregate inter-domain reservations between Autonomous
Systems. SICAP combines the shared-segment and the tree-based aggregation approaches to
create tree-based reservation aggregates that do not necessarily extend up to the destination
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domains. Apart from the destination domain de-aggregator point, Intermediate De-aggregation
Locations (IDLs) are elected along the path, so that reservation requests that share a common
path segment but do not end-up to the same destination domain are aggregated up to one of
their common routers along the path. SICAP, similarly to BGRP, performs receiver-based
reservations and uses a two-phase setup mechanism for their establishment. Upon the reception
of the first QoS request, the respective source domain edge router initiates a REQ message
towards the destination domain that collects information along the route regarding resource
availability and network topology. The destination domain edge router uses the collected
topology info and uses a specific choice algorithm to determine the appropriate IDL(s) along
the route. By sending a RESV message along the reverse path the destination domain edge
router establishes consecutive aggregate segments between itself, the IDL(s) and the source
domain edge router (Figure 11). Future reservation requests that cross the same IDL(s) are
dynamically incorporated into the existing aggregate(s) forming an aggregate reservation
tree(s) rooted at the IDL(s). At each IDL, the aggregate reservations are de-aggregated and reaggregated towards the next IDL or the destination domain. SICAP results in storing per-IDL
states in each router along the path further improving scalability as compared to BGRP (or
RSVP). Simulation results [16] support that SICAP has consistently lower state requirements
than BGRP. SICAP can result in a BGRP state reduction that varies between 0.5 and 0.8 (or
more), depending on the specific load conditions in the network. SICAP signaling message
load is similar to that of BGRP.
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Figure 11. SICAP example: individual reservations from S1, S3 and S4 towards destination
D1 are aggregated into an aggregate reservation tree with root IDL1, while another reservation
aggregate is created for the path segment between IDL1 and D1
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An architecture for dynamically aggregating reservations sharing a common path segment is
proposed in [18]. The DARIS (Dynamic Aggregation of Reservations for Internet Services)
architecture assumes the existence of a central resource management entity (similar to the BB
approach) inside each DiffServ domain that has a complete knowledge and control of the
resources inside the domain and also avails the inter-domain BGP routing table. DARIS
enables the creation of an aggregate between two arbitrary domains as soon as a threshold k of
active common reservations between the two domains is exceeded. In this case, all
intermediate edge routers can substitute the respective per-flow states with a single aggregate
state (Figure 12). The reservation protocol that manages the aggregate reservations is the
DMSP (Domain Manager Signaling Protocol). When a new resource request is received at a
domain, a DMSP request message is sent toward the destination domain to check whether there
exist other reservations along the path. If the threshold k of existing reservations is exceeded
for a path segment, a new aggregate is established for these flows via the DMSP response
message. The aggregation initiator becomes the aggregator domain and the last domain of the
common path segment is the de-aggregator domain. New reservations that traverse the same
path segment can be incorporated into the existing reservation aggregate, via appropriate
signaling exchange. Simulation results [18] show that the DARIS state savings in the average
lie in the range of one to two orders of magnitude when compared to a per-flow protocol that
does not perform aggregation.
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Figure 12. DARIS example: individual reservations from S1 and S3 towards destinations D1
and D2 respectively are aggregated into an aggregate reservation along their common
path segment
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BGRP, SICAP and DMSP aim at aggregating individual reservations on inter-domain links
into larger aggregates. These aggregation protocols result in storing fewer QoS states in
domain border routers as compared to RSVP, enhancing, thus, scalability. Moreover, BGRP
SICAP and DMSP are generally triggered by domain edge routers, unlike RSVP that is
triggered by end-hosts. DMSP assumes, however, the underlying functionality of an end-to-end
reservation protocol triggered by end-hosts. BGRP and SICAP, instead, assume that there is an
established form of communication of QoS requests from end-hosts to domain edge routers and
vice versa.
BGRP aggregates reservations along the destination domain rooted sink-trees, which results in
the storage of per-destination domain states in domain border routers. SICAP further reduces
the stored states by introducing intermediate de-aggregation points using topology-related
information. DMSP takes a different approach and aggregates in a non-tree like fashion,
introducing dynamic discovery of aggregators and de-aggregators that takes into consideration
the current network load. An advantageous feature of DMSP resulting from its pure sharedsegment design principle is that it allows for the creation of hierarchical aggregates (smaller
aggregates can be aggregated into a larger one), which is not possible in tree-related protocols
like BGRP and SICAP. Moreover, a pure shared-segment approach that allows for dependence
between the discovery of the aggregate end-points and the current traffic load may result in
fewer aggregate stored states than tree-based approaches. The DARIS architecture, however, is
centralized and relies on the BGP information for the de-aggregator discovery.
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Figure 13. Inter-domain QoS signaling in BB architectures
In BB-based architectures, inter-domain QoS signaling is triggered by the respective BBs when
the received traffic exceeds the a priori bilateral resource agreements that exist between
adjacent domains [7]. Resource agreements between domains are usually on per-aggregate
basis, to enhance the resource allocation mechanism scalability. When a specific reservation
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aggregate needs to be modified, the requesting domain’s BB sends an aggregate modification
request to its neighboring BB along the path, which in turn may terminate or forward the
request downstream (depending on its own inter-domain agreements). During propagation of
the request between BBs, the intra-domain reservation mechanisms should be triggered
enabling the necessary adaptation of resources inside the transit domains (Figure 13).
Following the basic concepts described above, an RSVP extension for establishing and
modifying inter-domain resource aggregates is proposed in [7]. In addition, the QBone
Signaling Workgroup proposed SIBBS (Simple Inter-domain Bandwidth Broker Signaling)
[13], an inter-domain resource reservation protocol for deployment in BB-based architectures.
SIBBS specifies a new set of reservation request and response messages as well as a set of
Globally Well-known Services (GWS) that are globally identifiable throughout the network
each of which requires different treatment regarding QoS. Irrespectively of the specific
signaling protocol used for inter-BB communication, special care should be given on the
granularity level of the protocol, taking into account that there is a trade-off between accurate
end-to-end QoS provision on one hand and scalability on the other [23].
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
QoS signaling is amongst the major elements constituting the QoS support mechanism. This
paper has focused on the identification of the most representative QoS signaling protocols for
the Internet and identified their applicability to the basic Internet QoS architectures.
V.

The simplified assumption for a homogeneous end-to-end Internet architecture (single-tier)
gave birth to the IntServ QoS architecture. IntServ assumes identical QoS functionality in all
intermediate routers along the data path, which is based on the support of per-flow
differentiated treatment. Several single-tier end-to-end protocols have been proposed to
implement the respective QoS signaling protocol, with RSVP being the major representative.
While end-to-end per-flow protocols succeed in offering accurate QoS guarantees, high
processing and storage overhead in routers is implied, since per-flow QoS states are stored in
all traversing routers. Per-flow state maintenance in each intermediate router is a point of great
dispute, mainly due to the scalability issues raised in backbone networks.
The necessity for a scalable and simplified alternative to IntServ led to the design of the
DiffServ QoS architecture. DiffServ relies on packet differentiation based on a small number
of per-hop behaviors statically configured inside routers. Static router configuration eliminates
the need for QoS signaling, while packet classification in a small number of DiffServ QoS
classes reduces significantly the number of states stored. DiffServ, however, provides only an
approximation of the requested QoS to the various flows, treating similar flows the same way.
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The inherent heterogeneity of Internet domains gave birth to a two-tier QoS signaling
architecture, where the intra-domain signaling performs reservations inside a domain and the
inter-domain signaling performs reservations between domains. Separation of intra- and interdomain signaling allows for great flexibility and efficiency in resource allocation, where
aggregation of resources can take place in core domains and border links while per-flow QoS
can be offered inside access domains. Further flexibility can be achieved by extending the
architecture to a multi-tier signaling paradigm.
The major representatives of both intra- and inter-domain signaling protocols are summarized
in Table1, while Table 2 summarizes the basic characteristics of each of the protocols
reviewed. One can observe that the soft-state approach is supported by all considered
protocols, since soft-states offer flexibility in cases of node failure. Single-tier protocols
usually assume per-flow processing in each router and are initiated by end-hosts. On the other
hand, inter-domain protocols usually operate on per-aggregate basis and are initiated by edge
routers or domain agents. Intra-domain protocols can either perform per-flow or per-aggregate
reservations, depending on the positioning of the domain inside the network (core or access).
Distributed architectures seem to be in general preferable to agent-based ones, basically due to
scalability problems arising with centralized functionality. The sender- or receiver-based
initiation of the reservation has been for a long time a point of dispute between protocol
designers. The supporters of sender-initiated reservations call on the avoidance of storage of
backward routing information in the nodes situated in the forwarding path. This information is
necessary in receiver-initiated schemes so that reservation messages sent by the receiver to the
sender follow the same backward path as the forward one. On the other hand, sender-initiated
reservation schemes may result in unnecessary reservation of resources inside routers, since
reservation in a router takes place without knowing if the other routers along the path can
allocate the requested resources or not.
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Single-tier

Intradomain
Twotier
Interdomain

RSVP
YESSIR
Boomerang
INSIGNIA
RSVP
Aggr. RSVP
RMD
DiffRes
RSVP
BGRP
SICAP
DMSP
SIBBS

Table 1. QoS Signaling Protocols classification

Reservation
granularity

Reservation
initiation

Triggering
point

Architecture

soft or
hard states

RSVP

per-flow

receiver-based

end-host

distributed

soft

YESSIR

per-flow

sender-based

end-host

distributed

soft

Boomerang

per-flow

sender-based
or
receiver-based

end-host

distributed

soft

INSIGNIA

per-flow

sender-based

end-host

distributed/
in-band

soft

Aggr. RSVP

per-aggregate

receiver-based

edge router

distributed

soft

RMD

per-aggregate

sender-based

edge router

distributed

soft or hard

DiffRes

per-aggregate

sender-based

edge router

distributed

soft

BGRP

per-aggregate

receiver-based

edge router

distributed

soft

SICAP

per-aggregate

receiver-based

edge router

distributed

soft

DMSP

per-aggregate

sender-based

domain agent

centralized

soft

SIBBS

per-aggregate

receiver-based

Bandwidth
Broker

centralized

soft

Table 2. Basic characteristics of QoS signaling protocols
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Despite the great research advances in the Internet QoS signaling area, there is no large-scale
deployment of the QoS supporting protocols. This can be attributed to various reasons, not
necessarily related to technical issues. Several core providers seem to find over-provisioning a
simple alternative to QoS support, attributed to the great advances in fiber optics
communications. Considering, however, that bandwidth will always be a finite resource, the
support of service differentiation will be eventually necessary.
Moreover, the technical maturity of the Internet QoS has not been followed, yet, by the
respective development of the necessary business models, charging and policy frameworks.
The business models of the Internet players are still not adapted to dynamic negotiations of
QoS agreements among users, access and core network providers. Innovative QoS-aware
service models assume the deployment of dynamic charging techniques as well as efficient
AAA methods.
RELATED WORK
As depicted in the previous sections several QoS standards and proposals have been produced
during the last decade. The need to cast a global view on the Internet QoS area drove various
research efforts up to now, each of which is focusing on different QoS aspects.
VI.

More specifically, a first effort to give a global overview of Internet QoS is presented in [22].
Authors in [22] focus on the various mechanisms that can be used for offering QoS in the
Internet and describe the IntServ/DiffServ architectures, MPLS, traffic engineering and
constrained-based routing. The advantages and drawbacks of each method are discussed, as
well as the motives behind the introduction of each method and the relations between them. In
addition, a comparison between ATM networks and IP router networks using DiffServ and
MPLS is attempted. The RSVP protocol is generally used throughout the paper to cover the
signaling needs of the described QoS architectures.
The two-tier QoS signaling approach for the Internet was first presented in [7], where a
realization of this model based on bandwidth brokers was described. The focus of this work is
on the presentation of intra-domain and inter-domain resource allocation procedures.
Moreover, a measurement-based approach for the reservation of aggregate resources between
domains is proposed. Apart from RSVP, authors in [7] do not consider the applicability of
other QoS protocols for intra- or inter-domain usage.
The IETF NSIS group [33] is currently very actively working on the design of a generic
signaling protocol managing general-purpose states. Since QoS provision is basically an issue
of establishing and maintaining reservation states inside network routers, QoS signaling is
considered as a special case of the NSIS generic signaling protocol.
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NSIS is trying to identify which aspects of the existing QoS protocols could constitute useful
elements for the future Internet signaling protocols have come up with two Internet-Drafts that
review the current QoS architectures and protocols for the Internet. An analysis of the existing
QoS solutions trying to point out open issues in QoS signaling is provided in [21]. The QoS
solutions considered are the end-to-end usage of RSVP, the IntServ over DiffServ architecture,
the static assignment of trunk reservations based on DiffServ and the Aggregated RSVP.
Advantages and disadvantages of each QoS solution are further discussed.
Authors in [20] in an effort to gain useful lessons for the design of the future generic Internet
signaling protocol present a review of some of the major QoS signaling protocols and analyze
their features. Special focus is given on the RSVP protocol, which is directly examined for
compatibility with the NSIS requirements. RSVP protocol’s characteristics and extensions are
studied in detail, including RSVP reliability, performance, security and mobility issues, RSVP
usage with MPLS, ATM, GMPLS, as well as mechanisms for refresh reduction and reservation
across tunnels. Short description and evaluation is given on other QoS signaling proposals.
Useful conclusions are finally drawn regarding the design of the NSIS generic signaling
protocol.
NSIS is expected to give valuable input in the Internet signaling area. The group has been very
active during the past few years and has already specified the requirements for the generic
signaling protocol [28] and the requirements for a QoS solution for mobile terminals (using
Mobile IP) [29]. Moreover, the NSIS group has designed a general framework for the NSIS
Internet signaling protocol [30], where the overall signaling protocol suite is split to a generic
lower NSIS transport layer and several upper signaling layers, one for each specific signaling
application (e.g. QoS signaling layer). The interactions between the two layers are also
described in [30]. A protocol for the NSIS transport layer that uses the existing IP transport
layer protocols has been further proposed in [32]. The NSIS signaling layer protocol for the
QoS has been specifically addressed in [31].
The NSIS framework supports the multi-tier paradigm addressed in our survey by specifically
examining scenarios including signaling end-to-end, end-to-edge (intra-domain), and edge-toedge (inter-domain) [30]. To support this infrastructure within a single signaling framework,
NSIS supports local objects that are used only within the boundaries of a domain.
VII. CONCLUSIONS

The increasing demand for real-time services support over the Internet necessitates the Internet
evolution from a best-effort network to a network that can reliably offer QoS guarantees.
Various efforts have been made towards this direction, comprising the design of QoS
architectures and signaling protocols for the Internet.
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In this paper, the major QoS signaling protocols have been identified and classified under the
general prism of the two-tier resource management model for the Internet. Moreover, the
individual characteristics of each protocol are presented and relatively compared. The general
trends and principles behind the Internet QoS signaling are also discussed.
Major research is still been carried out regarding the QoS provision in the Internet, since none
of the proposed protocols seems to offer the ideal compromise between protocol complexity,
network scalability and accuracy of offered quality of service. Amongst the interesting
conclusions derived through previous research is that efficient QoS provision in the Internet
would not be offered by the universal adoption of a single end-to-end QoS architecture.
Instead, a two-tier signaling architecture allowing for aggregation of resources in backbone
networks and per-flow QoS offering inside access domains, serves relatively well the purpose
of network scalability and offered QoS accuracy. This can be achieved by the use of separate
QoS signaling inside and in-between network domains that would further allow for aggregation
of allocated resources inside and in-between core domains. Aggregation in the QoS data and
control plane allows for scalability in core routers and domains, while assuring end-to-end
QoS.
The generic approach of multi-tier signaling architecture for the Internet is also supported by
the NSIS (Next Steps In Signaling) IETF Working Group, which is currently defining a unified
signaling framework for the Internet.
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